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“Proprietor Kevin Harvey and winemaker Jeff Brinkman continue to up 

their game at Rhys… the 2019s are positively stellar across the board.” 

Antonio Galloni, vinous.com 



 

 

 

Kevin Harvey’s Rhys Vineyards has built up a near cult like following in the years since their first bottling in 2004. A long running search for rocky sites in the 

cool marginal Santa Cruz mountains has brought into being 6 estate vineyards, as well as a singular site north of San Francisco in Mendocino’s Anderson Valley. 

Today, their single vineyard selections are sought out by lovers of great wines from both California and Burgundy and are justly regarded as one of the top 

handful of wineries producing wine in the United States.  

 

Everything about these wines speaks of attention to detail and a deep commitment to making great wine whatever the investment.  Each of the vineyards that 

comprises the Rhys stable has been planted to a specific selection of clones and rootstocks at very specific spacings. Vineyards such as Skyline, which at 2360 

feet is perhaps the highest Pinot Noir vineyard in the state, has 12 clones planted to Ultra-High density, which in effect means around 17000 vines per hectare 

(roughly double a top Burgundy vineyard). They estimate that it takes 6 vines to produce a single bottle up here – a yield that makes little financial sense, but 

which is mitigated by the fact that it’s Kevin’s favourite vineyard! Across the estate you find varying degrees of high-density planting, on steep hillside sites 

where thin topsoils force the roots down into the bedrock, giving greater complexity and completeness to the wines with every passing year. The wines at 

Horseshoe, on friable Monterrey shale soils, seem to be particularly benefitting from increased root penetration in the past couple of years – they have never 

been better.  

 

Kevin’s passion was ignited by a bottle of Russian River Pinot which led him to experiment in his backyard up in the Santa Cruz mountains (now the Home 

Vineyard). Astounded by the raw potential, this soon blossomed into a hunt for a very particular set of vineyard characteristics. Inspired by the Grand Crus of 

Burgundy his aim was to push Pinot Noir and Chardonnay to their Californian limits, forcing grapes to ripen fully while retaining a natural tension and minerality, 

all the while at remarkably low levels of alcohol (generally the wines fall between 12% and 13.5% abv). 

 

Once in the winery, a network of subterranean tunnels high up on Skyline Boulevard, the approach is attentive yet light touch. Grapes are transported by gravity, 

without pumping, to tiny one tonne vats where they are fermented with native yeasts before moving to light toast barrels for elevage.  A percentage of whole 

clusters may or may not be employed, depending on the site and the character of the wines that emanate from it. Nothing is fined or filtered prior to bottling. 

The entire set up is designed to better promote the site-specific characters of the vineyards in the portfolio. 

 

Such gentle winemaking, coupled with their devotion to high density plantings, dry farming and minimal vineyard intervention is resulting in wines of ever 

greater intensity and precision. The reds have gossamer textures and subtle yet commanding profiles, with plenty of stony earthy complexity and the 

transparency of truly great Pinot Noir. The Chardonnays are both intense yet restrained, playing delicate reductive notes off against pin-point fruit. They have 

incredible momentum and precision not to mention excellent site specificity. Needless to say, they also have plenty of propensity for ageing. Across both 

varieties, these taste like Premier and Grand Cru Burgundies made with a little Californian Sunshine. We’re delighted to be offering the 2019  vintage from this 

stellar Californian estate.  Julian Campbell, Justerini & Brooks 



 

 

 

 

The Bearwallow vineyard at the ‘deep end’ of Mendocino’s Anderson Valley 

 

*** 

“Proprietor Kevin Harvey and winemaker Jeff Brinkman continue to up their game at Rhys. The growing season was as a bit rainier than normal. Heat spikes in 

August helped move ripening along while a cool September allowed for a leisurely harvest. In tasting, the 2019s are a bit light next to some recent vintages, 

like 2018, but have terrific freshness and energy that will serve them well over time. As readers will see, the 2019s are positively stellar across the board. Some 

of the most impressive wines in this year’s line up are from Mt. Pajaro, a relatively new development in the southern part of the Santa Cruz Mountains where 

the wines have improved dramatically in a very short period of time.” Antonio Galloni, Vinous.com  

 

*** 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The 2019 vintage 

 

Across California 2019 makes for an excellent follow up to 2018, and the story at Rhys is no exception. These new releases complete a brace of stunning years 

in advance of the fire ravaged 2020s, when there will be almost no wines offered at all. Given the quality on offer in these 2019s, we recommend stocking up! 

Plentiful rainfall in the spring set the scene for a vintage of very little struggle in the Santa Cruz mountains. Flowering went well, crop set was untroubled, and 

the ensuing vintage was on the cooler side of the spectrum, though not without the odd period of heat. And it was dry.  Harvest when it arrived was carried 

out in mild conditions, which allowed for optimal picking across the various estate vineyards. 

At our tastings in the Santa Cruz mountains in February we found a range of individual and extremely vivid 2019s that we fell completely in love with – from a 

best-ever Family Farm to a Skyline that took our breath away, not to mention the most complex pair of Horseshoe wines we’ve tasted here.   “Positively stellar 

across the board” writes Antonio Galloni on Vinous.com, and we wholeheartedly agree. To our taste, the 2019 Pinots have a little more immediate charm and 

approachability than the 2018s, while lacking none of the complexity and elegance you’d expect from this estate. For Chardonnay, if anything the wines have 

a touch more concentration than their 2018 siblings.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Full Offer 

 

Vintage  Wine Description Appellation Format Bts per 
cs 

IB Price 
(cs) 

Vinous pts 

 37.5cl      

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Alpine Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 37.5cl 12 £490 96 

 50cl      

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 50cl 12 £650 96 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Alpine Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 50cl 12 £650 96 

 75cl      

2019 Rhys Alesia, Santa Cruz Mountains Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £180 91 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £375 95 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £490 96 

2019 Rhys Alesia, Santa Cruz Mountains Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £195 89 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Family Farm Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £295 94 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Bearwallow Vineyard Pinot Noir Anderson Valley 75cl 6 £375 96+ 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Porcupine Hill Pinot Noir Anderson Valley 75cl 6 £525 97 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £375 96 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £490 96 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Alpine Vineyard Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £490 96 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Swan Terrace Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £650 95 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Skyline Vineyard Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 75cl 6 £695 96 

 1.5L      

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains 1.5L 6 £1,000 96 

2019 Rhys Vineyards, Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Pinot Noir Santa Cruz Mountains 1.5L 6 £875 96 

 



 

 

 

Alesia, Santa Cruz Mountains 

For the past few years the Alesia bottlings have been composed exclusively of Rhys’ estate grown single vineyards; a blend of earlier drinking barrels blended 

to produce a wine with all the class of a top Rhys wine in a readily accessible package.  In 2019, these Santa Cruz Mountain bottlings possess all the purity and 

impeccable balance that are the signatures of this estate. We can’t help thinking that with their crystalline fruit and tailored finishes, these appellation 

bottlings would give many a more illustrious name a run for their money. They make for irresistible drinking. 
 

Rhys Alesia Santa Cruz Mountains Chardonnay, 2019 

6x75cl - £180 IB 
 

Pure, delicate and detailed, the 2019 Alesia Chardonnay is comprised of a blend of Mt. Pajaro and Horseshoe fruit aged for 12 months in barrique, most of 

which was old. Refined and detailed, with not a hair out of place, this is a translucent and very pure mountain Chardonnay from the Rhys team, citrus flecked 

with touches of smoke and salt, finishing with a cool note of butter. Justerini & Brooks 

The 2019 Chardonnay Alesia (Santa Cruz Mountains) is gorgeous. Bright, floral and translucent, the 2019 is impeccably polished from start to finish. Lemon 
peel, white flowers and crushed rocks give this appellation level Chardonnay tons of class. It is one of the overachievers in this range. 91 Antonio Galloni, 

vinous.com (AG) 

 

Rhys Alesia Santa Cruz Mountains Pinot Noir, 2019 

6x75cl - £195 IB 
 

Rhys 2019 Alesia displays the sheer charm of the 2019 vintage up here in the Santa Cruz mountain; plump yet well-tailored, with sleek tannins, flavours of 

raspberry and wild cherry, and a note of loamy earth and laurel on the finish.  It’s so well-crafted that it should make for delicious drinking right out of the 

gate, and drink well for another 5-10 years post release. Justerini & Brooks 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Alesia (Santa Cruz Mountains) is an excellent choice for drinking now and over the next handful of years, give or take. Succulent red cherry 
fruit, mint, spice and blood orange are nicely pushed forward in this attractive, supple Pinot from Rhys. 89 AG 



 

 

Bearwallow Vineyard, Anderson Valley 

The only vineyard the Rhys team have in the remote Anderson Valley, 100 miles north of San Francisco in Mendocino County. Purchased by Rhys in 2008, 

with, unusually for them, 6 acres already under vine, they promptly added a further 25 acres – vineyards that are now in full production. This end of the 

Anderson Valley, and the Bearwallow vineyard in particular, is the source of full yet elegant Pinot Noir that tends to have a slightly deeper fruit set and more 

succulence than the Santa Cruz mountains wines, and often culminates in the Bearwallow ‘sting’ – a peacock’s tail of crisp minerality that brings the finish to 

life. Porcupine Hill, comes from a specific block of vineyard, planted at very high density, akin to the ‘Hillside’ bottlings from Alpine and Horseshoe. With the 

exception of their direct mailing list, this bottling is available exclusively from Justerini & Brooks. 

Soils – Fractured Shale and Sandstone | Distance to Ocean – 10 miles | Elevation – 385 ft. 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Bearwallow Vineyard, Anderson Valley, Pinot Noir 2019 

6x75cl - £375 IB 
 

The complex sandstone and shale Bearwallow Wolfey soils of the Bearwallow vineyard, tucked away at the ‘deep end’ of the Anderson Valley, have produced 

a Pinot Noir of pure allure in 2019. Sweet red cherry and fragrant incense notes with red berried fruit running through its core and a spine of minerality at the 

finish. This is at once plump, yet also sumptuous and supple, with a note of wild forest, earth and light black tea on the finish.  

Justerini & Books 
 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Bearwallow Vineyard is a powerful, searing wine. I am not sure I have tasted a Bearwallow with this much sheer intensity. Black cherry, 

mocha, gravel, cloves and licorice imbue this somber, backward Pinot with quite a bit of complexity. Readers should be in no rush here. The 2019 is an 

exceptional Bearwallow. 96+ AG 

 
Rhys Vineyards, Porcupine Hill Pinot Noir, Anderson Valley, 2019 

6x75cl - £525 IB 
 

From the only section of the Bearwallow vineyard planted to high density, and on its own little ridge, comes Porcupine Hill. Again, this majors in red fruits, a 

touch of orange peel and underlying earthiness, but here the focus, structure and drive are turned up to 11. At first glance this is all vivid, mouth filling fruit 

over paper fine tannins but spend a little time and notes of black tea and umeboshi plums melt into a driving minerality, then notes of red wild strawberry and 

flowers on the finish. Structured, generous, expansive… this is seriously good. Justerini & Brooks 



 

 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Porcupine Hill is a beautifully translucent, nuanced Pinot that shows the heights of finesse that are possible in Anderson Valley. A wine of 

unreal subtlety and nuance, the Porcupine Hill hits so many high notes. Crushed red berry, mint, spice, tobacco, cedar, rose petal and espresso build over time. 

As always, the Porcupine Hill Pinot is sourced from high-density blocks on the property and is done with minimal whole clusters. 97 AG 

 

Mt. Pajaro Vineyard, Santa Cruz Mountains 

 

Mt. Pajaro is the new kid on the block and a certain future challenger to the current established top vineyards in the Rhys portfolio. Situated 30 miles south of 

Alpine and Horseshoe, 7 miles from Monteray Bay, in a hilly area that sees the San Andreas fault split into smaller faults.   Being the most recent planting, Mt. 

Pajaro, on rocky, sedimentary Shale soils, is the beneficiary of all the accumulated knowledge from the previous five vineyard developments. It is planted to 

the same very high-density planting as Skyline and Porcupine hill, with a massale selection from the finest experimental blocks from Alpine. The wines we’ve 

tasted from this site are intense, complex and tightly wound at first. They show enormous promise already. 

Soils – Shallow clay over brown and black Mt. Pajaro Shale | Distance to Ocean – 7 miles | Elevation – 717 - 980 ft. 
 

Rhys Vineyards, Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Chardonnay, Sant Cruz Mountains 2019 

6x75cl - £375 IB 
 

Very fine and detailed, Mt. Pajaro is a delicate yet precise Chardonnay that majors in very pure lime scented crushed rock aromas with salty, citrus, mineral 

line across the mid palate and a finishing touch of fresh white butter. A wine of discretion today it nevertheless has great tension and a long finish. There’s a 

very fine beautifully integrated whisp of smoky reduction too.  Discreet and super pure yet with a fine long finish. Justerini & Brooks 

 

The 2019 Chardonnay Mt. Pajaro Vineyard is magical. Slate, crushed rocks, white pepper and a very light touch of reduction give the 2019 its utterly 

captivating bouquet. Bright and vibrant, but with gorgeous mid-palate depth, the Mt. Pajaro Chardonnay is simply fabulous. This is Rhys’s first high-density 

Chardonnay planting, and probably won’t be the last. 95 AG 
 

Rhys Vineyards, Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Pinot Noir, Sant Cruz Mountains 2019 
6x75cl - £375 IB 
6x1.5L - £875 IB 

 



 

 

“Mt. Pajaro is our most recent planting and in terms of vine selection and vine spacing, it could be our best yet” Kevin remarked. Planted in 2011 and 2012 

this is the only vineyard in the Rhys holdings planted exclusively to high density planting, at between 9 and 12,000 vines pe r hectare, all of which is massale 

selection from Horseshoe and Alpine. Parading herbs, and bright red berries on the nose, then crackling notes of rosemary, smoked tea and crushed  stones, 

this has great precision, intensity and a lifted, ethereal finish.   

Justerini & Brooks 

 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Mt. Pajaro Vineyard emerges from a site in the southern part of the Santa Cruz Mountains and therefore has a completely different 

personality than the rest of the other SCM wines in the range. Here the flavors are darker while the tannins are more incisive. Black cherry, plum, licorice, 

cloves and gravel infuse this brooding, muscular Pinot with tons of complexity.  96 AG 
 

 

Family Farm Vineyard, Santa Cruz Mountains 

 

Family farm is a northeast facing vineyard on alluvial sand and clay soils distinct from any other vineyard in the Rhys range. Set at a slightly lower elevation 

than the other mountain vineyards, it has tended in the past to produce wines with a more fruit forward, spicy character that sometimes felt a little rustic 

next to the higher sites.  In 2019, undoubtedly the best rendition we’ve tasted, there’s an exotic, aromatic note to the wine that’s impossible not to love, 

while the palate is all plump bright fruit, sweet tannins and wild hillside nuance.  With more finesse than ever before, this is a huge success in 2019.  

 

Soils – Alluvial sand and clay | Distance to Ocean -  9.5 miles   | Elevation 377 ft 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Family Farm Vineyard, Pinot Noir, Santa Cruz Mountains, 2019 

 6x75cl - £295 IB 

 

A beautiful set of aromatics here, from rose to freshly brewed Assam tea leaves to cherry and Szechuan peppercorn, and it is so expressive with it. The palate 

has an immediate hit of sweet fresh cherry before loamy earth, mint and sage notes take over. Beautifully pliable, succulent tannins here. Green olive skin, 

blood orange rind and wild thyme on the finish make this a fascinating wine, both intriguing and delicious already; the best Family Farm we’ve tasted by some 

way. Justerini & Brooks 

 



 

 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Family Farm is bright, forward and seductive, as it so often is. Sweet floral aromatics meld into a core of red/purplish berry fruit, blood 

orange and star anise. In 2019, the Family Farm has an exotic quality that is hugely appealing. The 2019 was done with all destemmed fruit (a first for this 

wine) and aged mostly in neutral oak. 94 AG 

 

Horseshoe Vineyard, Santa Cruz Mountains 

 

Along with Alpine, this is one of the iconic Rhys vineyards. The two are just half a mile from each other yet tend to produce remarkably different wines; 

Horseshoe tending to more minerality, impact and structure while Alpine favours seamless elegance and intensity.  The Horseshoe vineyard reaches up to 

1600 ft above sea level and is cooled by marine influences, including the fog, though less directly than Alpine.  The soils are very shallow, the vines hitting the 

Monterray Shale bedrock almost immediately; an ancient sedimentary formation that is brittle and well-draining, providing low vigour for the vines and 

corresponding intensity in the final wines. 

Soils – Monterray Shale, Volcanic ash and limestone | Distance to Ocean – 10.5 miles | Elevation – 1310 – 1600 ft. 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay, 2019 
12x50cl - £650 IB 
6x75cl - £490 IB 

6x1.5L - £1,000 IB 
 

Horseshoe 2019 is a wine of real structure and weight but also great concentration and energy – a combination of power and persistence that is very true to 

the wines from this site. The soils here are around 8 million years older than the Alpine vineyard, being composed of Monterey shale, a brittle, friable, shale so 

light it feels like balsa wood in the hand. Its structure makes it very easy for the roots to penetrate so Kevin and Jeff are finding exponential gains relative to 

vine age from this vineyard. This 2019 has a mineral smokiness on the nose, not unlike an aroma of slate, then thyme, yellow peach and fresh lemon, orange 

blossom and aromatic white flowers that mingle with a salty smoky stoniness on the palate. Superb. Justerini & Brooks 

The 2019 Chardonnay Horseshoe Vineyard is laced with the essence of crushed rocks, white pepper, orchard fruit, white flowers, chalk and mint. It is a bit less 

forthcoming than the Alpine Chardonnay. Saline notes build into the palate staining finish. This classically austere young Chardonnay just needs time in bottle. 

Tasted next to the Alpine, the Horseshoe has more mid-palate weight and feeling of phenolic intensity. The differences between the two are remarkable 

considering the sites are just 400 yards apart. The Horseshoe is planted on Monterey shale, while the soils at Alpine are Purisima, a formation that is about 8 

million years younger. Such is the complexity of the Santa Cruz Mountains. 96 AG 



 

 

 
 

Rhys Vineyards, Horseshoe Vineyard Pinot Noir, 2019 

6x75cl - £490 IB 
 

A gorgeous, deep and complex Horseshoe Pinot that swaggers from the glass with dark fruits, crushed stone aromas and a wonder ful note of fragrant 

forests. The friable Monterey shale is very low in vigour so the vines have taken some time to fully establish themselves, but now, as the vines approach the 

20 year mark, quality seems to be ratcheting up year on year. Perhaps it’s psychosomatic but the easy to crumble stones seem to have given rise to a very 

fine crushed stone note on the palate, a talc like minerality that holds wonderful savoury nuances as well as dark, fine berry fruit. Fully destemmed, this is 

both more savoury and a touch finer than Alpine – and it may take a little longer to fully express itself. Wonderful Pinot Noir. Justerini & Brooks 

 
The 2019 Pinot Noir Horseshoe Vineyard is one of the most powerful, structured wines in this line-up. It has so much to offer, but very clearly needs quite a bit 

of time. Strong mineral and savory accents drive the balance today. Crushed rocks, tobacco, cedar and earthy notes are very much in the foreground, while the 

fruit appears quite reticent at this stage. The Horseshoe was done with fully destemmed fruit and yet it is quite closed. I can hardly wait to taste it with some 

time in bottle. 96 AG 
 

Alpine Vineyard, Santa Cruz Mountains 

A steep, precarious vineyard that is directly influenced by the Ocean’s cooling influence, often shrouded in fog, with steep slopes and a white chalky shale 

soils. It is only half a mile from Horseshoe and yet much cooler as a result of those direct marine influences – though unusually for a cool Californian site, 

pretty much sheltered from the wind – a decisive factor in the ethereal beauty of the resulting wines.  Alpine’s Pinot’s have a coiled elegant intensity about 

them, more floral and darker fruited than the Horseshoe bottlings, with ultra-fine tannins and a laser like intensity and finish to them. The Chardonnays are 

salty, seamless and high definition – marine influenced yet intense yet beautifully balanced.  Planted to a wide variety of clones, both heritage and ‘suitcase’, 

this is a great Santa Cruz vineyard capable of producing some of the region’s most complex and sophisticated wines with plenty of hidden layers to reveal to 

those with patience. 

The East facing Swan terrace is, as the name suggests, planted to the Swan clone of Pinot Noir and is the only section of the Alpine vineyard that invariably 

receives 100% whole cluster fermentation. Defined by extremely elegant delicate red fruits, it is often the most reticent in its youth, and yet also tends to 

have the greatest longevity of any of the Rhys wines.  

 

Soils – Chalky Purisma Shale | Distance to Ocean – 10 miles | Elevation – 1300 – 1400 ft. 



 

 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Alpine Vineyard Chardonnay, Santa Cruz Mountains, 2019 
12x37.5cl - £490 IB 
12x50cl - £650 IB 

 

Smoke and crushed oyster shells, lemon balm, thyme. On the palate a calm entry that gains in energy and raciness as it crosses the palate. Textured and 

silky and with a touch more flesh and concentration than the 2018 alongside lovely momentum and concentration.  Salty mineral and direct, this enters 

lithe and then fans out as it gains momentum. A slenderer attack than Horseshoe but plenty of finish – class but quietly delivered. Alpine’s soils are formed 

primarily of Purisma, a soft chalky shale that is around 8 million years younger than the soils found in Horseshoe, despite being a mere 300 metres away. 

The resulting wines often have a note of sea spray about them.. Justerini & Brooks 

 

The 2019 Chardonnay Alpine Vineyard is a drop-dead gorgeous beauty. It offers an enticing combination of energy and mid-palate sweetness that only grows 

with time in the glass. Bright saline underpinnings lend striking tension to the citrus fruit throughout. This classically built, sculpted Chardonnay will have 

plenty to say in another few years’ time. Readers should be in no rush. 96 AG 

 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Alpine Vineyard Pinot Noir, Santa Cruz Mountains, 2019 
6x75cl - £490 IB 
1x3L - £375 IB 

 

Alpine Pinot is a wine of great refinement in 2019, shimmering red cherry notes with floral accents, a snappy saline crispness and a haunting, whispered 

length. The red fruit that dominates the mid palate is captivating and full of charm and finesse, particularly allied to the intensity of the wine. A focussed, 

ethereal wine with surprising core strength. Alpine was almost entirely destemmed in 2019. Justerini & Brooks 

 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Alpine Vineyard is a wine of nearly indescribable finesse. The sweet floral and savory bouquet alone is so enticing. Bright beams of 

minerality give the 2019 a feeling of energy that builds with time in the glass. The Alpine is not terribly forthcoming today, but it is clearly a long-distance 

runner. Give it time in bottle. The 15% whole clusters are nicely integrated. 96 AG 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rhys Vineyards, Swan Terrace, Pinot Noir, Santa Cruz Mountains, 2019 

 6x75cl - £650 IB 

 

Swan Terrace comes from the only East facing section of the Alpine vineyard and offers up an ultra-sophisticated rendition of the site yet is often one of the 

slowest to reveal its charms. The 2019, which was 100% whole cluster fermented, was relatively restrained on the day we tasted it, a combination of fine 

structure and beguiling bittersweet fruit. Blood orange and iron at the core, firm yet supple and fine grained. A sophisticat ed, aromatic, noble Pinot Noir 

that looks likely to be very good indeed with the requisite bottle age. Justerini & Brooks 

 

The 2019 Pinot Noir Swan Terrace emerges from 1.5-acre parcel in Alpine planted with the Swan clone of Pinot Noir. It is, as always, distinguished by bright, 

red-toned fruit. In 2019, the Swan Terrace has a bit more tannic grip than is often the case, mostly a reflection of a cooler year. That won’t be an issue in time, 

but it does rob the wine of some of the charm it often has in its youth. The 100% whole clusters are not especially evident, as all the elements are so 

harmonious in their balance. 95 AG 

 

Skyline Vineyard, Santa Cruz Mountains 

Skyline is unique in so many ways. At 2360 feet it is probably the highest Pinot Noir vineyard in the entire state of California, with some of the thinnest 

topsoils of any of the Rhys parcels; in places, the vines look like they’re planted directly into the bedrock. It’s a tough environment, made tougher by the 

ultra-high-density planting. At 17000 vines per hectare, Kevin and Jeff reckon it takes around 6 vines to produce a single bottle – a fact that makes little 

economic sense, and yet somehow very concisely explains what an extraordinary wine this site produces. Just like Swan terrace, Skyline repays patience. The 

sheer intensity of the flavours, the combination of exotic minerality and fruit, takes a while to unwind. But when it does great things await.  

Soils – A mosaic of fractured Mudstone, Sandstone and Limestone | Distance to Ocean – 14 miles | Elevation – 2360ft. 

Rhys Vineyards, Skyline Vineyard Pinot Noir, Santa Cruz Mountains, 2019 

 6x75cl - £695 IB 

 

Perhaps the most arresting Skyline we’ve tasted, this smells like rocks, then wild fruits, then orange peel, then wild red berries. You can sense the paucity of 

the soil, the proximity of the bedrock in the flavours of red berries crushed over rocks. This is laid bare. That said, there’s less austerity here, less inscrutability 

than in some previous years, and it makes for a magical wine to taste. As usual Skyline is 100% whole cluster but you simply don’t taste the stems. This is very 

serious and deep yet not heavy, juicy but also so rocky and stony. There’s almost an exotic element, sweet spices, orange peel, baking spice and angostura 

appear in the super long finish.  A breath-taking wine, and just 12.9% abv. Justerini & Brooks 

 



 

 

Soaring floral and spice notes open effortlessly in the 2019 Pinot Noir Skyline Vineyard. Rose petal, pomegranate, mint, blood orange and cinnamon all grace 

this classy, mid-weight Pinot from Rhys. The Skyline is another wine that is all about understatement. Here, too, the whole clusters (100%) are not especially 

evident. 96 AG 

 

 
 


